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SEMANTIC DECODING IN CHINESE ORTHOGRAPHIC LEARNING
Abstract
In this study, we investigated if children build a print-to-meaning connection via the
semantic radical – a mechanism we call semantic decoding – and its interaction with
phonological decoding in orthographic learning of Chinese compound characters. Ninety-two
Grade 4 children were taught the pronunciations and meanings of 16 pseudocharacters and
were then exposed to their written forms in short stories. Half of the characters contained
semantic radicals related to the taught meaning; the other half were unrelated. Half of the
children learned the pseudocharacters’ regular pronunciations; the other half learned the
irregular pronunciations. There was better orthographic learning of regular than irregular
pseudocharacters across measures of spelling and orthographic choice. However, the effect of
semantic decoding was not as unequivocal. The findings indicate that in Chinese, decoding
via phonetic radicals underpins orthographic learning. Whereas, the effect of semantic
decoding might depend more on the linguistic features of the radicals and the learning
environments.

Key words: semantic decoding, semantic radical, phonological decoding, phonetic
radical, orthographic learning, Chinese
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Skilled reading relies on well-specified orthographic representations for individual
words, and the process of acquiring these representations has been referred to as orthographic
learning (Nation & Castles, 2017). One of the most prominent theoretical accounts of
orthographic learning is the self-teaching hypothesis (Share, 1995), which highlights the role
of translating letters to sounds through independent text reading. The importance of the
phonological decoding process as a self-teaching mechanism for orthographic learning has
now been widely accepted. Even in Chinese, where the orthography is considered not closely
related to phonology, phonological decoding via phonetic radicals has been shown to provide
direct support for orthographic learning (Li, Wang, Castles, Hsieh, & Marinus, 2018; Li, Li,
& Wang, 2019). As written Chinese characters are also connected to meaning via the
semantic radical, it is reasonable to hypothesize a semantic decoding mechanism comparable
to phonological decoding and that children might use it to self-teach. Given the centrality of
phonological decoding, it is also possible that semantic decoding plays a complementary role
in the formation of novel orthographic representations. In the present study, we present the
first controlled investigation of these hypotheses by probing the effect of semantic decoding
and its interplay with phonological decoding on Chinese children’s orthographic learning.

Orthographic learning in alphabetic languages
The self-teaching hypothesis (Share, 1995) postulates that phonological decoding
provides a spoken form that binds with the visual form of a written word, which enables
children to learn novel words through independent reading. In line with this idea, research
has found that correct decoding is associated with success in orthographic learning (Bowey &
Miller, 2007; Cunningham, Perry, Stanovich, & Share, 2002; Share, 1999). In addition to
supporting forming the orthography-phonology connection, Share (1999) proposed that
phonological decoding also draws the reader’s attention to the details of the graphemes of the
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word, thus helping to specify a representation for the word in the orthographic lexicon. This
suggestion could explain the findings that orthographic learning was less robust when novel
words were surrounded by contextual information that potentially diverts the reader’s
attention (Landi, Perfetti, Bolger, & Dunlap, 2006) and that a phonological decoding aid
presented alongside novel words, albeit providing the correct phonology, did not enhance
orthographic learning (Li et al., 2018).
Beyond phonological decoding, another factor associated with orthographic learning
is knowledge of word meaning. The role of lexical semantics in word reading is accounted
for by the lexical quality hypothesis (Perfetti & Hart, 2002), which posits that phonology,
semantics and orthography jointly contributes to a word representation in the mental lexicon.
Accordingly, there is evidence that providing word semantics during (Ouellette, 2010;
Ouellette & Fraser, 2009) or prior to exposure to novel written words (McKague, Pratt, &
Johnston, 2001; McKay, Davis, Savage, & Castles, 2008) benefits orthographic learning of
novel words in English, although some studies did not find such benefit (e.g., Duff & Hulme,
2012; Landi et al., 2006; Nation, Angell, & Castles, 2007).
While phonological decoding of a word is a sublexical assembly process, semantic
knowledge about the word is organized at the lexical level. In alphabetic languages, except
for morphologically complex words, there is a lack of systematic print-to-meaning mappings.
Hence, the meaning of novel words, particularly monosyllabic words children first learn to
read, is often provided “externally” and does not draw attention to its orthography. Therefore,
lexical semantics might not contribute to orthographic learning in the way phonological
decoding has been shown to. In comparison, written Chinese is more systematically
connected to both phonology and semantics at the sublexical level. This raises an interesting
potential orthographic learning mechanism of “semantic decoding” in Chinese that is similar
to phonological decoding, as the semantic radical in Chinese characters could draw the
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reader’s attention to the form of the characters as well as providing semantic information
about them. Below we elaborate on the semantic and phonological decoding system in
Chinese.

Semantic and phonological decoding in Chinese
Most Chinese characters are semantic-phonetic compound characters (e.g.,
/fan4/, consisting of a semantic radical on the left (i.e.,
radical on the right (i.e.,

“rice”

“food, to eat”) and a phonetic

/fan3/). The semantic radical provides clues to the meaning and

the phonetic radical clues to the sound. A compound character can be either transparent or
opaque depending on whether its meaning is related to the semantic radical. Likewise, it can
be either regular or irregular depending on whether its sound is identical to or different from
its phonetic radical (see Table 1 for examples).

Table 1.
Examples of transparent, opaque, regular and irregular compound characters
Semantic radical
Phonetic radical
“food”
Transparent character
“rice”

/fan3/

Opaque character
“hall, gallery”

Regular character
/fan4/

Irregular character
/gui1/

Although neither the semantic radical nor the phonetic radical is particularly reliable
in representing compound characters’ meaning and sound (Shu, Chen, Anderson, Wu, &
Xuan, 2003), when encountering an unfamiliar character, Chinese children tend to use the
semantic radical to deduce its meaning (Chan & Nunes, 1998; Shu & Anderson, 1997) and
the phonetic radical to infer its sound (Anderson, Li, Ku, Shu, & Wu, 2003; He, Wang, &
Anderson, 2005; Shu, Anderson, & Wu, 2000; Yin & McBride, 2015). For example, Shu and
Anderson (1997) selected a set of words that are familiar from children’s oral vocabulary but
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are unfamiliar in written forms (e.g., “pupil of the eye”), and then presented these words in
Pinyin, a reliable phonological decoding aid children use to sound out characters. The
children were asked to select a written form for the target character from four choices. The
choices were compound characters with the same phonetic but different semantic radicals:
,

,

and

, where the semantic radicals mean “eye”, “hand”, “people” and “water”

respectively. The results showed that children picked

(whose semantic radical means

“eye”) far more often than the other choices, suggesting a tendency in using the semantic
radical to represent a novel compound character’s meaning.
There is also good evidence that children’s awareness of the radicals’ functions is
related to their reading ability (Ho, Ng, & Ng, 2003; Shu, Anderson, & Wu, 2000; Tong,
Tong, & McBride, 2017a), as well as their ability to learn to read characters (Packard et al.,
2006; Wu et al., 2009). Packard and colleagues (2006) provided children with explicit
instruction on decomposing compound characters and using the radicals to represent sound
and meaning, and found the instructions improved their character writing ability. This
research has established that children can benefit from instructions about the structure of
compound characters. Nevertheless, we do not know whether children use the information
from radicals to learn novel orthographic forms in a self-teaching environment, without
explicit instruction. It is also unclear whether there is a difference in the roles of phonetic and
semantic radicals during this learning process. These questions need to be examined by
carefully controlled orthographic learning paradigms.
Recent research has used an orthographic learning paradigm to demonstrate that
children use the phonetic radical in self-teaching to achieve orthographic learning. Li et al.
(2018) taught Grade 2 children the pronunciations and meanings of regular and irregular
pseudocharacters (i.e., novel combinations of known semantic and phonetic radicals), and
then exposed them to the written forms in stories. The regular characters gained stronger
6
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orthographic representations than the irregular characters as measured by spelling and
orthographic choice tasks, and this advantage was maintained when reassessed a week later.
This study provided strong evidence for a role for phonetic radicals in orthographic learning
in a self-teaching environment, yet the contribution of semantic radicals in such condition
remains unexplored.

A role for semantic decoding in orthographic learning in Chinese?
There is also evidence that having some semantic knowledge may benefit children’s
learning to read Chinese words. Zhou et al. (2015) found that teaching 7-and 8-year-olds the
meaning and sound of some unknown Chinese words improved their subsequent reading
accuracy of the written words relative to teaching the sound only. Nevertheless, learning of
the novel words was only measured by reading accuracy in this study, which does not tap the
specificity of orthographic representations. Moreover, the role of semantics was explored at
the word phrase level (two characters for each word phrase) but not at the sublexical (radical)
level.
To explore whether the semantic radical is used to facilitate orthographic learning, Li,
Marinus, Yu, Castles and Wang (2019) examined this issue with skilled readers. They asked
41 adult readers of Chinese to read sentences containing 16 pseudocharacters. Half of the
characters were transparent, this is, their semantic radicals were related to the meaning
conferred by the sentential context (e.g.,

, of which the semantic radical

means “sun”,

referred to a lighting adjustment system). The other half were opaque, this is, their semantic
radicals and the context were unrelated (e.g.,

, of which the semantic radical

means

“foot”, referred to an automatic cooking machine). After five exposures to the
pseudocharacters, the participants took written cloze and orthographic decision tasks to
assess orthographic learning, and also a definition production task to assess their learning of
7
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the print-meaning connections. Li et al., (2019) did not find a transparency effect in the
orthographic learning outcomes. Nevertheless, in the definition task, the participants could
recall the meanings of the transparent characters better than those of the opaque characters,
indicating that semantic decoding might help with learning the orthography-to-semantics
mappings.
It is possible that the effect of semantic decoding on orthographic learning may be
modulated by the success of phonological decoding. Contemporary computational models of
word reading have shown that semantic knowledge mainly contributes to learning to read
alphabetic words that allow partial phonological decoding (Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg, &
Patterson, 1996; Pritchard, Coltheart, Marinus, & Castles, 2018). Training studies have also
established a semantic benefit on orthographic learning for inconsistent words (McKay et al.,
2008; Taylor et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2013). A more direct support for this hypothesis comes
from a recent finding that Chinese adults named semantically transparent characters more
accurately and more quickly than opaque characters when they had inconsistent
pronunciations, and not when they were consistent (Dang, Zhang, Wang, & Yang, 2019).
This indicates that the influence of semantic transparency on skilled character recognition
may be modulated by phonetic regularity. Given that Li et al. (2019) did not provide
phonological information or manipulate phonetic regularity, it is possible that the participants
treated all the pseudocharacters as regular and any effect of semantic decoding was thus
reduced. It is also unknown whether the results from Li et al. (2019) apply to children, whose
incomplete knowledge about radicals might influence their use of them in orthographic
learning.
In the present study, we manipulated both semantic transparency and phonetic
regularity to investigate the role of semantic decoding and its interplay with phonological
decoding in children’s orthographic learning. We ask: 1) whether children use semantic
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decoding to support orthographic learning and forming the print-meaning connections via
self-teaching; and 2) whether the effect of semantic decoding is modulated by regularity in
the print-sound mappings.
To simulate children’s typical reading experience and enable us to manipulate
phonological regularity, we taught them the meanings of novel spoken words and then
exposed them to the orthography of those words in short stories. We assessed orthographic
learning immediately after orthographic exposure and after an approximately 7-day delay.
Learning of the orthography-semantics connections was also measured. Based on previous
research, we predicted that phonological decoding would support orthographic learning (Li et
al., 2018; Li et al., 2019) and semantic decoding would enhance learning the print-meaning
mappings (Li et al., 2019). It is possible that semantic decoding would have a stronger effect
on the orthographic learning of irregular than regular items. Also, following previous
findings (Li et al., 2018), we expected that the overall learning effect would be reduced in a
delayed test session 7 days later.

Method
Design
We used a 2 (regularity: regular vs. irregular) × 2 (transparency: transparent vs. opaque)
× 2 (testing session: immediate vs. delayed) design. Transparency and testing session were
within-group factors. Due to limited number of items we are able to train the children in this
learning paradigm, regularity was implemented as a between-group factor. Each class was
randomly assigned to either the regular group or the irregular group. This study was
preregistered at https://osf.io/ztvy6/, and unless otherwise indicated, we followed the research
and analysis protocol as stated in our preregistration.
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Participants
This study was approved by the Macquarie University Human Research Ethics
Committee. Informed parental consent was obtained for all children. The participants were
ninety-two Grade 4 children (49 boys; age M = 10 years, SD = 4 months), recruited from five
classes1 in three elementary schools in the metropolitan area in Taipei. All were native
Chinese speakers without any known language or reading disorders. Their reading ability was
assessed with the classroom-based Chinese Word Recognition Test (Huang, 2001). Following
the standardized protocol in this test, the children were asked to write down Zhuyin for 200
characters arranged in increasing order of difficulty. Like Pinyin, Zhuyin is a transparent
phonological coding system that children use to help them read unfamiliar characters in
Taiwan. Scoring was discontinued when the child failed to write the correct Zhuyin for 20
consecutive items. The results were normally distributed. The children in this study scored an
average of 95 (SD = 30), which is higher than the mean score of 83 for fourth graders in
Taiwan.
The regular and irregular groups did not differ in age (t = 1.01, p = .314), but they
differed in their standardized reading performance (t = 8.78, p < .001). The regular group
(raw score M = 102, SD = 27, range = 41 to 165) were on average better readers than the
irregular group (raw score M = 86, SD = 30, range = 26 to 173). This group difference was
unexpected but was accounted for in later analyses by including the children’s score in the
standardized character recognition test as a covariate.

Materials

1

In order to approximate equal numbers of participants in the regular and irregular groups, we assigned three
classes (Ns = 17, 11, 23) to the regular group and two classes (Ns = 19, 22) to the irregular group.
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Sixteen pseudocharacters were created as targets for the children to learn (twelve
experimental items and four fillers) (see Appendix A). They were novel combinations of a
semantic radical and a phonetic radical which were of high frequency (over 50 occurrences
per million in Ho, 1998). All pseudocharacters had a left-right structure with the semantic
radical on the left and the phonetic radical on the right. For example,
semantic radical

(“food”) on the left and a phonetic radical

comprised a

(/zhu3/) on the right. We

chose this structure because it is the most frequent character structure in Chinese (Lui, Leung,
Law, & Fung, 2010; Shu et al., 2003); therefore, we expected that the participants would use
the radicals as cues for meaning and sound.
Each target character was assigned a regular and an irregular pronunciation based on
its phonetic radical. The regular pronunciation was the pronunciation of its phonetic radical;
the irregular pronunciation was unrelated to the phonetic radical’s pronunciation and did not
share either the onset or the rime. Take the target
was /zhu3/ - the same as its phonetic radical

for example, its regular pronunciation

/zhu3/; the irregular pronunciation /tao2/ was

unrelated.
Following Li et al. (2018), the target characters were embedded in three-character
words (

“super X machine”, with the target pseudocharacter inserted in the middle),

which referred to novel inventions. Eight of the inventions were adapted from Wang, Castles,
Nickels, and Nation (2011), with another eight from Mimeau, Ricketts, and Deacon (2017).
Because all the words started and ended with the same characters, the assumption was that
the children would focus on and learn the middle pseudocharacters during the training.
Each word was assigned a transparent and an opaque meaning based on its semantic
radical. For example, in the transparent condition, the middle pseudocharacter in

has

a semantic radical , which means “food” or “to eat”, and word referred to “a food processor
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that can take out the food people do not like”. In the opaque condition, it referred to “a
machine that allows people to walk on the wall.”
For each semantic radical, we calculated a consistency value to index the percentage
of existing characters with the semantic radical that have related/transparent meanings. The
characters included for calculation are amongst the most frequent 3,091 characters in Ho
(1998). For example, among the twelve characters with the semantic radical
seven are transparent, having a “food”-related meaning2:
(“rice”),

(“hungry”),

(“starving”),

(“full of food”),

(“feed”) and

(“food”),
(“pancake”),

(“drink”). Therefore,

is .58 (7/12) consistent in being associated with the transparent meanings in existing
characters. The semantic radicals we selected to create the pseudocharacters had a mean
consistency value of .65, ranging from .5 to .95.
We also conducted a radical knowledge test at the end of the experiment to ensure
that the children were indeed familiar with the radicals we selected. The children were asked
to name the phonetic radicals by writing down their pronunciations with Zhuyin. They were
also asked to choose one from four pictures that might represent the meaning or the semantic
category of the semantic radical – a test adapted from Ho, Ng and Ng (2003). The correct
choice pictured a real object that was similar to the inventions used in this study in both
appearance and function. The results showed that the children had sound knowledge of the
phonetic radicals’ pronunciations (accuracy M = .99, SD = .02) and the semantic radicals’
meanings (accuracy M = .85, SD = .20).
All participants learned all sixteen items. The regular group (N= 51) learned the
regular pronunciations for the twelve experimental items and the irregular pronunciations for
the four fillers, and vice versa for the irregular group (N= 41). Fillers were included so that

2

The first author and a research assistant independently judged the transparency of the characters used for
calculation. Disagreements were resolved by another native Mandarin Chinese speaker.
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the children would not strategically read all targets as either regular or irregular. Also, we
wanted to approximate the children’s real-world reading experience, where regular and
irregular characters are both common. However, because the fillers were not matched on the
orthographic and linguistic features in the same way as the targets, they were not included in
the analyses. The sixteen items were grouped into two lists, and matched on visual
complexity (i.e., the total number of strokes), t(14) = .45, p = .662, and semantic radical
consistency, t(14) = 1.26, p = .228. Half of the participants in each group learned the
transparent meanings for one list and the opaque meanings for the other list, and this was
counterbalanced across groups such that all items appeared in all four conditions.

Procedure
Training and testing took place over three weeks in the classrooms of the participating
schools. All training and testing were group/class-based and were carried out by the first
author and two research assistants following a script. The procedure was similar to Wang and
colleagues (2012; 2011) and Li et al. (2018), which included oral vocabulary learning prior to
print exposure. We adopted this paradigm because it allows us to manipulate phonetic
regularity in a self-teaching environment where no instruction is required during orthographic
learning. Also, it is a more naturalistic reflection of children’s literacy development, given
that children are often familiar with a word in their oral vocabulary before seeing it in print.
We describe the details of the procedure below.
Oral vocabulary learning (3 days in Week 1). The children were taught vocabulary
of the target words via pictures and oral explanations, including functions and key features of
the inventions presented in the pictures (see Appendix B for an example). Half of the items
from each of the conditions were taught on the first day and the other half on the second day.
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On the third day, all sixteen items were trained together. Training took approximately 20
minutes per day.
Orthographic exposure (2 days in Week 2). On each orthographic exposure day,
before the children saw the target characters’ written forms, we first administered a picture
naming test to measure oral vocabulary learning.
Picture naming. The children were given an answer sheet with pictures of the
inventions and asked to name the pictures by writing down their pronunciations in Zhuyin.
Orthographic learning. Next, they were each given a story book and were asked to
silently read the stories with the trained words in them (see Appendix B for an example). No
feedback was provided. Before they started reading, they were instructed to use what they
had learned earlier about the invention names to help them with the reading. After they
finished reading, we administered two comprehension questions to ensure that they had
focused on reading. The children were exposed to eight stories on the first day and to another
eight on the second day.
Immediate test (2 days in Week 2). On each orthographic exposure day, after the
children finished reading, the story books were put away. Then spelling and orthographic
choice tasks were conducted to measure orthographic learning. Word-picture matching was
also administered to assess learning of the print-meaning connections. The children wrote
down their responses on answer sheets, which were given to them before each task and were
collected after each task. Unlimited time was given to produce the responses.
Spelling. The experimenter read out the target words, and the children were asked to
try to write down the missing target characters exactly as they had seen in the stories. The
correct response was the correct combination of the semantic and phonetic radicals in the
correct position for a target character.
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Orthographic choice. The children were asked to choose the word they had seen in
the stories from five choices presented on the answer sheets (see Appendix A for a full list).
The choices included the target, a phonological foil, a semantic foil and two visual
distractors, which were also all pseudocharacters. All foils were either pseudocharacters or
low-frequency characters unlikely known by the children. The phonological foil had the same
semantic radical as the target. Its phonetic radical was either a homophone of the target’s
pronunciation or differed from it only in tone. The semantic foil had the same phonetic
radical but a different semantic radical as the target. The meaning of its semantic radical was
related to the invention the target referred to. Take

for an example, in the transparent

condition, the foil’s semantic radical was , which means “mouth” and was related to the
food processer. In the opaque condition, where the target referred to a wall-walking machine,
the foil’s semantic radical was

, which means “foot”. One visual distractor had a different

but similar-looking semantic radical, and the other had a different but similar-looking
phonetic radical to the target character.
Word-picture matching. Finally, the children were given answer sheets with all the
target written words and the invention pictures. The task was to match the words with the
corresponding invention pictures. The correct response was the correct matching for a target
word.
Delayed test (1 day in week 3). Approximately seven days after initial orthographic
exposure, the children took spelling, orthographic choice and word-picture matching tasks
again in the same order, to assess how well the learning had been retained.

Results
Logistic mixed effects regression models with maximal structure (Barr, Levy,
Scheepers, & Tily, 2013) were fitted using the lme4 package (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, &
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Walker, 2014) in the R computing environment (R Core Team, 2013). Planned contrasts were
computed using the lsmeans package (Length, 2016). Separate models were run for each
dependent variable: accuracies in picture naming, spelling, orthographic choice and wordpicture matching. Fixed effects included transparency, regularity, testing session and their
interactions. As picture naming was only administered in the immediate sessions, testing
session was not implemented as a fixed effect for this model. Raw score from the
standardized reading test was initially included as a covariate in all models, but was removed
from the final models because it reduced model fits, and did not produce any significant
effect on the outcome measures. By-subject and by-item random intercepts and slopes were
included for each fixed main effect and interaction. When a model failed to converge,
following Barr et al.’s (2013) suggestion, we dropped the random slopes associated with
smaller variance explained until the model converged (see Appendix C for the final model).
In the following section, we first report overall outcomes of oral vocabulary learning
and then learning of the orthographic form and meaning of the target items. Next, we report
the effects of transparency and regularity on orthographic learning, followed by their effects
on learning the print-meaning connections. Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 2.

How well did the children learn the oral vocabulary?
Picture naming. The children’s performance in this task suggests that they had
acquired substantial oral vocabulary of the novel words. There was no main effect of
transparency, b = .22, SE = .22, z = 1.01, p = .313) or interaction between transparency and
regularity, b = -.41, SE = .33, z = -1.24, p = .216. However, the main effect of regularity was
significant, b =1.59, SE = .36, z = 4.46, p < .001). The regular group named the pictures more
accurately than the irregular group.
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Table 2.
Mean proportions of correct responses in the learning tasks (standard deviations in
parentheses).
Transparency
Task
Picture naming

Regularity

Transparent

Opaque

Average

Regular

.85 (.36)

.87 (.34)

.86 (.35)

Irregular

.69 (.46)

.65 (.48)

.67 (.47)

Average

.78 (.42)

.77 (.42)

.77 (.42)

Regular

.66 (.47)

.67 (.47)

.67 (.47)

Irregular

.26 (.44)

.18 (.38)

.22 (.42)

Average

.49 (.50)

.45 (.50)

.47 (.50)

Regular

.91 (.28)

.89 (.32)

.90 (.30)

Irregular

.67 (.47)

.65 (.48)

.66 (.47)

Average

.81 (.40)

.78 (.41)

.79 (.40)

Regular

.90 (.30)

.90 (.30)

.90 (.30)

Irregular

.39 (.49)

.35 (.48)

.37 (.48)

Average

.67 (.47)

.65 (.48)

.66 (.47)

Regular

.55 (.50)

.47 (.50)

.51 (.50)

Irregular

.09 (.29)

.07 (.25)

.08 (.27)

Average

.34 (.48)

.29 (.45)

.31 (.46)

Regular

.86 (.34)

.80 (.40)

.83 (.37)

Irregular

.59 (.49)

.52 (.50)

.55 (.50)

Average

.74 (.44)

.67 (.47)

.71 (.46)

Regular

.83 (.37)

.84 (.36)

.84 (.37)

Irregular

.18 (.39)

.08 (.27)

.13 (.34)

Average

.54 (.50)

.49 (.50)

.52 (.50)

(Immediate test)
Spelling

Orthographic choice

Word-picture matching

(Delayed test)
Spelling

Orthographic choice

Word-picture matching

This between-group difference was unexpected as the classes were randomly assigned
to the two groups. It seems that the regular group were not only on average better readers but
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were also better at oral vocabulary learning. This is not surprising given that there is a known
reciprocal relationship between Chinese children’s reading ability and oral language skills
(e.g., Hulme, Zhou, Tong, Lervåg, & Burgoyne, 2018). Given that this between-group
difference might confound any regularity effect on the orthographic learning outcomes, we
accounted for this by conducting additional analyses with picture naming accuracy included
in the models as a fixed covariate. The results were similar and are reported below in the last
section of Results. It is also important to note that the main research question under
investigation was the effect of semantic transparency on orthographic learning, which is
manipulated as a within-subject factor and should not be affected by this between-group
difference.

How well did the children learn the pseudocharacters?
The children’s overall performance was comparable to previous research utilising the
same training procedure (Li et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2012, 2013). Averaged across testing
sessions, the participants spelled 38.8% of the items correctly. Of their errors, 71.58% were
non-responses and 28.42% were spelling errors, most of which were the spelling of a
character homophonic to the target. In orthographic choice, the children were on average
74.68% accurate across sessions. Of their erroneous choices, 24.46%, 31.83%, 32.91% and
10.79% were phonological, semantic, visual and non-responses respectively. The main effect
of testing session was significant across the measures (spelling: b = 1.40, SE = .33, z = 4.29,
p < .001; orthographic choice: b = .77, SE = .28, z = 2.72, p = .007; word-picture matching: b
= 2.18, SE = .41, z = 5.28, p < .001). The results suggest that the children had acquired some
orthographic and semantic knowledge of the target characters and that this knowledge was
partly retained over time.
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Does semantic decoding influence orthographic learning and does it interact with
phonological decoding?
Spelling. The effect of transparency on spelling was not significant (b = .47, SE = .34,
z = 1.40, p = .161), although numerically, spelling accuracy was higher for transparent than
for opaque items. The interaction between transparency and regularity was marginally
significant, b = -.66, SE = .34, z = -1.97, p = .049. However, there was also a significant
three-way interaction between transparency, regularity and testing session, b = 1.09, SE
= .53, z = 2.04, p = .042. Further analysis revealed that the transparency by regularity
interaction was not significant in either the immediate, b = -.16, SE = .08, z = -1.97, p = .098,
or the delayed session, b = .11, SE = .11, z = 1.01, p = .310. Hence, the three-way interaction
was caused by the transparency by regularity interaction going in opposite directions in the
two testing sessions, as shown by the coefficients. There was a significant main effect of
regularity, b = 3.60, SE = .48, z = 7.47, p < .001. Spelling accuracy was higher for regular
than irregular items.
Orthographic choice. Despite a numeric difference between transparent and opaque
items, the main effect of transparency was not significant, b = .22, SE = .28, z = .78, p
= .435,. The interaction between transparency and regularity was not significant either, b
= .16, SE = .44, z = .35, p = .726. The effect of regularity was significant, b = 2.03, SE = .49,
z = 4.13, p < .001. The accuracy for orthographic choice was significantly higher for regular
than for irregular items. None of the interactions involving testing session was significant
(ps > .05).

Does semantic decoding influence learning the orthography-semantics connections and
does it interact with phonological decoding?
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Word-picture matching. The results demonstrated a similar pattern as for the
spelling and orthographic choice outcomes. There was no main effect of transparency, b
= .20, SE = .22, z = .91, p = .363, nor an interaction between transparency and regularity, b =
-.25, SE = .36, z = -.70, p = .487. The three-way interaction between transparency, regularity
and testing session was marginally significant, b = -1.00, SE = .53, z = -1.88, p = .060. The
interaction between transparency and testing session was also significant, b = .84, SE = .38, z
= 2.19, p = .029. Further analysis revealed a significant transparency effect in the irregular
group in the delayed session, b = 1.00, SE = .31, z = 3.25, p = .005. However, this result
needs to be interpreted with caution due to a floor effect. The main effect of regularity was
also significant, b = 3.52, SE = .39, z = 9.01, p< .001. The accuracy was significantly higher
for the regular than for the irregular items.

Does oral vocabulary influence learning of the orthography and meaning?
This question was not preregistered. We included this post-hoc analysis due to the
unexpected group difference in oral vocabulary learning. To explore this question, we
conducted an additional set of analyses with the immediate test outcomes and included
picture naming accuracy as a fixed covariate. The results demonstrated the same pattern as
the previous analyses in all tasks. Additionally, there was a significant main effect of picture
naming accuracy (spelling: b = .84, SE = .24, z = 3.44, p < .001; orthographic choice, b = .84,
SE = .24, z = 3.59, p < .001; word-picture matching: b = .97, SE = .22, z = 4.38, p < .001).

Discussion
In this study with Grade 4 Chinese-speaking children, we tested the hypothesis that
semantic decoding supports the formation of orthographic representations of novel Chinese
compound characters and that its contribution is modulated by phonological decoding.
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Specifically, following previous research, we predicted better orthographic learning for
regular than for irregular characters (Li et al., 2018), and we hypothesized that the
transparency effect might be stronger for irregular characters than for regular characters. We
taught the children oral vocabulary and then asked them to read short stories containing
pseudocharacters. Orthographic learning was measured with spelling and orthographic choice
immediately after reading and after a 7-day delay. We also measured learning of the meaning
of the target items to see whether semantic decoding would assist with learning the
orthography-semantics mappings.
After 4 training sessions, the children were able to associate the sound and the
meaning of the target words more than 75% of the time, which suggests that they had
acquired some oral vocabulary for the words. The results from the measures of orthographic
learning – spelling and orthographic choice – showed evidence of robust orthographic
learning both immediately after exposure and after a 7-day delay. Word-picture matching
outcomes also showed evidence of acquisition of the written words’ meaning. The children’s
overall performance was comparable to previous orthographic learning research that also
provided oral vocabulary training (Li et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2012, 2011).
We found a significant effect of phonetic regularity in all tasks for both testing
sessions. Regular characters were spelled, identified and named more accurately than
irregular characters, which is consistent with a previous demonstration that children use the
phonetic radical to phonologically decode and to learn to read novel characters in selfteaching (Li et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019). Interestingly, word-picture matching accuracy was
also higher when the characters had regular pronunciations, suggesting that phonological
decoding might also benefit learning the characters’ meaning. This is not surprising, given
that the fluent retrieval of word meanings is contingent on well-specified orthographic
representations (Perfetti & Hart, 2002), which is supported by phonological decoding.
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Previous orthographic learning research has rarely examined the semantic aspect of word
learning. Although several studies have shown that children can also acquire knowledge of
the print-meaning mappings during self-teaching (Deacon, Mimeau, Chung, & Chen, 2019;
Ricketts, Bishop, Pimperton, & Nation, 2011), they did not address whether phonological
decoding could facilitate learning the written words’ meaning. Here, we found some evidence
to suggest that this might be the case. This finding, however, needs to be replicated in future
confirmatory studies.
In contrast to phonological decoding, semantic decoding does not seem to be used as
a self-teaching mechanism to support orthographic learning. Semantic transparency did not
significantly affect spelling or orthographic choice, although there was a numerical trend for
an effect. This is consistent with findings of Li et al. (2019) with adult readers. They
hypothesized that this might be because the sentential context provided a top-down support to
derive the meaning of the character, reducing the necessity to rely on the semantic radical to
assist processing the character in text. In contrast, studies that have shown a transparency
effect on skilled character reading (Chen & Weekes, 2004; Li & Chen, 1999; Wang, Pei, Wu,
& Su, 2017; Williams & Bever, 2010) and on learning the meaning of novel characters in
learners of Chinese as a foreign language (Nguyen, Zhang, Li, Wu, & Cheng, 2017; Zhang,
Li, Dong, Xu, & Sholar, 2015) typically presented characters in isolation. Another recent
study (Li et al., 2019) that demonstrated a transparency effect on orthographic learning (with
a small effect size d = .172 in orthographic choice) used a paradigm that encouraged attention
to the semantic radicals by providing them as stand-alone characters at the beginning of the
learning session. In these cases, readers are more likely to focus on the orthography, in
particular the radicals, and therefore make use of them.
Semantic decoding also did not function as a compensatory mechanism to
phonological decoding in supporting the children’s orthographic learning. For the irregular
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characters (e.g.,

/tao2/), even though the phonetic radical (e.g.,

/zhu3/) provided

unreliable cues to be used for phonological decoding, the children did not turn to the
semantic radical to learn their orthographic representations. As mentioned above, this might
also be due to the presence of the story context, reducing the need to use the semantic radical.
It should be noted that this result is not fully comparable to findings in English that semantics
assists orthographic learning, particularly for irregular words (McKay et al., 2008; Taylor et
al., 2011; Wang et al., 2013). As we have stated earlier, semantic decoding in Chinese is a
sublexical process more comparable to phonological decoding. The current findings thus do
not address whether lexical semantic knowledge benefits orthographic learning in Chinese as
it does in English.
Another possible explanation is that whether a semantic radical would be used for
learning novel characters depends on some linguistic features of the radical such as
consistency, imageability and neighborhood density. For instance, research has shown that
semantic consistency influences skilled character reading (Chen & Weekes, 2004; Feldman
& Siok, 1999). In the present study, the semantic radicals we used to create the
pseudocharacters ranged in consistency (0.5 ~ 0.95). The rationale was to simulate children’s
typical learning experience, as most semantic radicals they encounter are not highly
consistent. In addition, in the opaque condition, highly-consistent semantic radicals would
appear very unnatural to them. Future studies should explore this possibility and examine
which features of semantic radicals may affect children’s use of them in learning to read.
We also found that the semantic radical did not seem to contribute to learning the
print-meaning connections, which seems at odds with what was found by Li et al. (2019).
However, a noteworthy difference between Li et al. (2019) and our study is that we provided
oral vocabulary training before print exposure, and they did not. Therefore, it might be that in
the present study, when the children saw the pseudocharacters in print, they used their extant
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oral vocabulary acquired from the pre-exposure phase to build the print-meaning links and
therefore did not need to rely on the semantic radical. Our post-hoc analyses showing that
oral vocabulary facilitated learning the items’ meaning has provided some support for this
suggestion. This would also align with Tong, Tong and McBride (2017)’s finding that the
relationship between children’s knowledge about the semantic radical and reading ability is
mediated by their vocabulary knowledge. They proposed that the semantic radical facilitates
the acquisition of semantic knowledge for unfamiliar written characters, which in turn
contributes to reading it. This prediction should be tested in future research.
The centrality of phonological decoding in orthographic learning is largely
rationalized by the observation that the alphabetic writing systems represent phonology more
systematically than semantics. Yet we have shown that even in Chinese, which features a
relatively equal degree of systematicity in print-meaning and -sound connections,
phonological decoding is still the primary underpinning of orthographic learning. This
finding fits broadly with the universal phonological principle (Perfetti, Zhang, & Berent,
1992), which claims that phonological processes are pervasive in reading across writing
systems. On the other hand, our findings suggest that the effect of semantic radicals in
orthographic learning of Chinese characters is not unequivocal. It might depend on the
linguistic features of the radicals and the learning environments.
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(SR: foot; PR: \li3\)

(SR: eye; PR: \pi2\)

(SR: cloth; PR: \ping2\)

(SR: dirt; PR: \tai2\)

(SR: speak; PR: \you2\)

(SR: hand; PR: \wen2\)

(SR: food; PR: \zhu3\)

Target
pseudocharacter

(SR: water)

(SR: leather)

(SR: people)

(SR: silk)

(SR: wood)

(SR: animal)

(SR: card)

(SR: mouth)

Transparent

(SR: speak)

(SR: food)

(SR: gold)

(SR: water)

(SR: sun)

(SR: fire)

(SR: ice)

(SR: foot)

Opaque

(PR: \ban1\)

(PR: \li4\)

(PR: \pi2\)

(PR: \ping2\)

(PR: \tai4\)

(PR: \you2\)

(PR: \wen2\)

(PR: \zhu1\)

Regular

(PR: \feng1\)

(PR: \yan2\)

(PR: \ge4\)

(PR: \bao4\)

(PR: \ke4\)

(PR: \fu1\)

(PR: \xiao4\)

(PR: \tao2\)

Irregular

Visual
distractor

Appendix A. Target pseudocharacters and items in the orthographic choice task. (SR: semantic radical; PR: phonetic radical)
Semantic foil
Phonological foil
Invention picture (in transparency
condition)

List A

List B
(SR: ice; PR: \ban4\)
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(SR: music; PR: \xi1\)

(SR: body; PR: \qing1\)

(SR: wheat; PR: \he2\)

(SR: sun; PR: \tong1\)

(SR: gold; PR: \yang1\)

(SR: water; PR: \sheng1\)

(SR: fire; PR: \jiao1\)

(SR: water)

(SR: bird)

(SR: moon)

(SR: knife)

(SR: light)

(SR: sun)

(SR: ice)

(SR: wind)

(SR: music)

(SR: fish)

(SR: wheat)

(SR: body)

(SR: cloth)

(SR: eye)

(SR: dirt)

(SR: hand)

(PR: \fan2\)

(PR: \xi1\)

(PR: \qing1\)

(PR: \he2\)

(PR: \tong2\)

(PR: \yang1\)

(PR: \sheng1\)

(PR: \jiao3\)

(PR: \lan2\)

(PR: \shi4\)

(PR: \cheng2\)

(PR: \jia1\)

(PR: \wan2\)

(PR: \dan4\)

(PR: \mei2\)

(PR: \qi2\)
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Fillers

(SR: fish; PR: \fan3\)
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Appendix B. An example of the pictures and procedure in the oral vocabulary learning
phase, and the stories that the children read in the orthographic exposure phase.
Oral vocabulary learning phase

•

The experimenter showed the children the picture and taught them the name of the
invention in spoken form (e.g., This is a

/chao1 zhu3 ji1/). The children

repeated the name.
•

The experimenter described the semantic features of the invention (e.g.,
/chao1 zhu3 ji1/) is used to take out the food you don’t like from a meal. It has a tube
and two open ends). The children were asked to repeat the invention’s name again.

•

The children repeated the invention’s name and its function.

•

Picture-naming task. The children were asked to recall the name of the invention
when presented with a picture (in random order). Feedback was provided.

•

In Sessions 3 and 4, the children were also asked to complete twelve sentences like “If
I had a

/chao1 zhu3 ji1/, I would use it to …” or “If I want to take out the

food I don’t like from a meal, then I should use …”

Orthographic exposure phase

(There are peas in Xiaoming’s lunch, but he does not like peas. So Xiaoming poured his meal
into

, and pressed the button on

no more peas in it. But

. After

processed the meal, there are

can only remove one food at a time. Children should be too

picky on the food.)
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Appendix C. Statistical model structures
Maximal mixed-effects model = glmer (response ~ transparency*regularity*session +
(1+transparency*regularity*session | item) +
(1+transparency*regularity*session | subject),
data = data,
family = binomial,
control = glmerControl (optimizer="bobyqa"))
Final model = glmer (response ~ transparency*regularity*session +
(1 | item) +
(1+regularity| subject),
data = data,
family = binomial,
control = glmerControl (optimizer="bobyqa"))
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